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How Covid-19 made commercial aviation resilient
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The last decade was definitely marked up by the mass expansion of the commercial aviation. It

was a decade pinned by low prices and lots of new air companies. All over the world. The lead was

taken by low cost carriers. The legacy ones were soon dethroned. Moreover, people would have more

easily bought plane tickets from a low-cost carrier than from a legacy one. Same services, but at chipper

price.

Nevertheless, the first quarter of 2020 was the beginning of the end of the low-cost rule.

Up to the end of year 2019 forecasts were extremely positive: Airbus (2019): +4,3% and Boeing (2019):

+4,6% annual increase in air transportation demand for the period 2019- 2038, new aircraft demand

reaching about 39,000 and 44,000, confirming the resilience of the industry despite financial, economic

and geopolitical crises. Though, Eurocontrol (2019) reported lower annual demand increase in Europe:

+1,9% in the period 2019- 2040, but sharing the same optimistic view. 1

The end of 2019 was the beginning of the Covid-19 pandemics. Bursting in the Chinese city of

Wuhan, it soon reached Europe and the entire world. It was the major pandemic crises, after the 1918

Spanish flu.

Year 2020 was the lockdown year. IATA (International Air Transport Association) had reported for

April and May of 2020 a downfall of 15% of the corresponding 2019 levels. This unprecedented decline

1 The disruptive impact of Covid-19 on air transportation: An ITS econometric analysis- Gianmarco Andreana, Andrea Gualini,
Gianmaria Martini, Flavio Porta, Davide Scotti
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has affected all elements of the air transport value chain: manufacturers, airlines, airports, as well as

associated sectors such as food services and retail.2

In this order of ideas, ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organization) has already joined up a

Recovery Task Force- CART (Council Aviation Recovery Task Force), which enounced that states have

the primary role in developing their own air transport system, which should be resilient to future crises

and underpinned by effective regulatory oversight capability and capacity. Building the necessary

resilience will depend on a high level of commitment and engagement at every level, namely

Governments, international and regional organizations and the entire civil aviation industry, as well as

the travelling public. Recalling aviation`s contribution towards national, regional and global priorities,

States are urged to engage political efforts and willingness to lead a full post- COVID-19 recovery and

to plan for future crises as part of their national aviation strategies.3

“The magnitude of the COVID-19 crisis for airlines is enormous. Over 2020- 2022 period total losses

could top $200 billion. To survive, airlines have dramatically cut costs and adapted their business to

whatever opportunities were available. That will see the $137.7 billion loss of 2020 reduce to $52 billion

in 2021. And that will further reduce to $12 billion in 2022. We are well past the deepest point of the

crisis. While serious issues remain, the path to recovery is coming into view. Aviation is demonstrating

its resilience yet again”, said Willie Walsh, General Director of IATA (International Air Transport

Association).

In 2022, total numbers of passengers are expected to grow to 3.4 billion in 2022, which is similar

to 2014 levels and significantly below the 4.5 billion travelers of 2019. 4

2 Risks, resilience and pathways to sustainable aviation: A Covid-19 perspective
3 Reconnecting the world- CART/ Council Aviation Recovery Task Force Report

4 Travelweek Group, Oct. 4th 2021
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During the pandemic period, many air companies used own cargo capacity to balance loses from

the steep fall of the passenger traffic.

“The 14th World Cargo Symposium, in Dublin, on the 21st of October 2021, was the place where The

International Air Transport Association urged the air cargo industry to continue working together at the

same pace, with the same levels of cooperation as during Covid-19 pandemic, to overcome future

challenges and build industry resilience”.5

“The outlook for air cargo is promising. Indicators such as inventory levels and manufacturing

output are favorable; world trade is forecast to grow at 5.6% in 2022, after an increment of 9.5%, in

2021. E-commerce continues also to grow at a double-digit rate, and demand for high-value specialized

cargo – such as temperature- sensitive healthcare goods and vaccines- is rising”.6

Ground handling companies were deeply affected by the Covid-19 pandemic evolution, too.

Many trained employees had left the industry and there are no chances for them to come back, as the air

transport industry is struggling to get back to the initial pre-pandemic business volume. A solution to

this would be for the national governments to include ground handlers in subsidy programs.

5 IATA- Press release no.73
6 Key to Air Cargo Resilience Post Pandemic: Cooperation, Safety, Sustainability, Modernization -IATA
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Digitalization and modernization are keys to improving both sustainability and productivity.

Thus, a key driver of digitalization and modernization would be CEDAR- Connected Ecological Digital

Autonomous Ramp, which focuses on: the digitalization of aircraft turn around and modernization of

ground support equipment and processes. Plus, the enhanced stand design concept.

How due measures made commercial aviation resilient to Covid-19

In aviation, every challenge requires a team effort to solve it. It is a “team playing” industry.

Nowadays we face the biggest challenge in commercial aviation’ history- restarting an industry that

largely ceased to operate because of the Covid-19 pandemic.

Nevertheless, one would say that air travel is the perfect recipe for Covid-19 transmission: it

packs dozens of people into a confined space, often for hours at a time. But many planes have excellent

High-Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA) filters that capture more than 99 percent of particles in the air,

including microbes as SARS-COV-2, the virus that causes Covid-19.
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“When their recirculation systems are operating, most commercial passenger jets bring in outside air in a

top-to-bottom direction about 20 to 30 times per hour. This result in a 50-50 mix of outside and

recirculated air and reduces the potential for airborne spread of a respiratory virus”.7

“an airplane cabin is probably one of the most secure conditions you can be in”, says Sabastian Hoehl of

the Institute for Medical Virology at Goethe University Frankfurt in Germany, who has co-authored two

papers on Covid-19 transmission on specific flights, which were published in JAMA Network Open and

the New England Journal of Medicine.

7 Credit to Amanda Montanez- The Scientific American
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“Still, multiples case studies have found that limited transmission can take place onboard. One such

investigation of a 10- hour journey from London to Hanoi found that 15 people were likely infected with

Covid-19 in-flight, and that 12 of them had sat within a couple of rows of a single symptomatic

passenger in business class. But most of these flights occurred early in the pandemic, when masks were

likely not worn, the researchers wrote. Meanwhile, a recent Department of Defense of the United States

of America study modeled the risk of in-flight infection using mannequins exhaling simulated virus

particles and found that a person would have to be exposed to an infectious passenger for at least 54

hours to get an infectious dose. This finding assumes the infected passenger is wearing a surgical mask,

however, and it does not account for the dangers involved in removing the mask for meals or talking or

in moving about on the plane”. 8

Covid transmission risk diminish while travelling on planes, depending to how close one sits to other

people and for how long. Whether or not everyone is wearing a mask, and how infectious any

passengers are at the time.

If you happen to be seated close to a person who is actively

shedding the virus, especially if it is a long flight, like in the

enclosed picture, and if the person is not wearing a mask,

there is a higher chance that you will get the disease. But,

on the contrary, you are seated far relatively far from the

infected person, and everyone is wearing a mask, the risk

for you to get infected is fairly low.

“Being in a crowded airport or taking a taxi or a bus

to get there, is of a greater concern, though”.

8 Evaluating Covid Risk on Planes, Trains and Automobiles- Sophie Bushwick, The American Scientist
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Moreover, The International Air Transport Association (IATA) has already issued guiding

principles in the context of biosecurity for Air Transport, on May 20th 2020, that are:

1. Measures should be introduced as far upstream as possible in the travel process;

a. to minimize risk of contagion in the airport environment

b. ensure that passengers arrive at the airport ready to travel (online check-in done,

online Covid forms completed, etc)

2. Collaboration between governments and industry is vital- a single roadmap of measures should

be adopted globally;

3. Measures should only last for as long as required with clear exit strategy;

4. Existing roles and responsibilities of governments, airlines and airports should remain the same.


